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Summary of rated facilities/instruments 

Facility/Instrument Rated Amount (NPR Million) Rating Action 

Subordinated Bond Programme NPR 600 million1 [ICRANP] LA; reaffirmed 

 

Rating action 
ICRA Nepal has reaffirmed the rating of [ICRANP] LA (pronounced ICRA NP L A) assigned to NPR 600 million-

subordinated bonds of Himalayan Bank Limited (HBL). Instruments with this rating are considered to have an adequate 

degree of safety regarding the timely servicing of financial obligations. Such instruments carry a low credit risk. 

 

Rationale 
The rating action factors in the bank’s cautious credit growth approach in the last few years whilst following prudent 

risk management practises and adequate underwriting controls. The bank’s improved capitalisation (CRAR of 14.73% as 

of mid-January 2020) along with the experienced board/management profile remain positives for controlled growth 

going forward. The rating also takes into consideration the bank’s long track record (since 1993), adequate earnings 

profile and relatively moderate portfolio concentration risks. The rating further continues to be supported by the 

presence of strong institutional promoters, with representation on its board. 

 

The rating is, however, constrained by the moderation in the bank’s deposits profile in recent years as seen in the 

declining portion of low-cost current and savings accounts (CASA). This has resulted in lower differentials in the cost of 

funds when compared to the industry average and hence could pose competitive challenges, especially given the bank’s 

corporate heavy portfolio (~75-80%), which is generally interest rate sensitive. The rating action also takes note of the 

bank’s relatively modest asset quality indicators among its peers, albeit better than the industry average. Further, the 

economic impact of Covid-19 could impair the repayment capability of a sizeable chunk of borrowers and hence impact 

the asset quality indicators for the bank as well as for the entire banking sector over the medium term. Going forward, 

the bank’s ability to control fresh slippages and improve its funding profile while attaining sustainable portfolio growth 

and adequate profitability, amid the regulatory changes would remain crucial.    

 

Key rating drivers 
 

Strengths 
Controlled and cautious credit growth in recent periods – The bank has reported ~12% credit portfolio growth from 

mid-July 2017 to mid-January 2020 as against industry average growth of ~19%. While the industry growth (for class A 

commercial banks) was also partly boosted by mergers and acquisitions, HBL’s growth was entirely standalone. This 

along with the bank’s established underwriting controls provide comfort on portfolio quality. As of mid-January 2020, 

HBL’s reliance on the top-20 borrowers was relatively moderate among peers at ~24% of the total credit portfolio. 

Nonetheless, the same accounted for ~156% of tier-I capital, which is on a higher side.  

 

Long track record and presence of institutional promoters – HBL has long and established track record in the industry 

with operations starting from 1993. The bank’s association with Habib Bank Limited2 (Habib, being 20% shareholder in 

HBL) provides access to management and technology support from Habib (one board representative and Senior General 

 
1 Maturing on July 14, 2020. 
2 One of the largest banks of Pakistan; rated at Caa1 (baseline credit assessment) by Moody’s. 



 
 

Manager at HBL deputed from Habib). Additionally, the Employee Provident Fund (one of the largest state-owned 

retirement funds of Nepal) also holds 14% stake with representation on the bank’s board.  

 

Healthy capitalisation profile – With the recent debenture issuance (amounting to NPR 2,569 million), the bank’s 

capitalisation ratio remains healthy with a CRAR of 14.73% as of mid-January 2020 (tier-I capital of 11.96%) as against 

the minimum regulatory requirement of 11% as per the prevailing Basel III norms implemented by the Nepal Rastra 

Bank (NRB, the regulator). This enables the bank to withstand the expected shocks in asset quality to an extent. It also 

has a comfortable solvency profile (net NPA/net worth) of ~3% as of mid-January 2020.  

 
Adequate profitability profile despite high operating cost – HBL has a relatively healthy yield on advances among 

corporate-segment heavy banks. The bank’s net interest margins (NIMs), therefore, remain healthy at ~3.75-4.00%, 

acting as a key driver to its profitability profile, despite a relatively high operating expense ratio among corporate-

segment heavy banks. HBL reported a return on assets (RoA) of 2.2-2.5% and return on net worth (RoNW) of 18-21% in 

the last two fiscals. Sharp improvement in profitability in recent periods was also owing to high extraordinary 

provisioning requirement in FY2017, which was partly reversed in the later periods. The bank’s incremental NIMs would 

remain under pressure because of the regulatory constriction in lending spreads at 4.4% (as against ~5.3% for H1 

FY2020), to be met by mid-July 2020. The incremental profitability would depend on its ability to lower the operating 

expenses and manage the credit costs.  

 

Challenges 
Moderation in deposits profile – HBL’s deposits profile has gradually moderated in recent years and now remains only 

slightly better than the industry average as against its earlier superior positioning. Its low-cost CASA deposits have 

declined to ~48% as of mid-January 2020 (~41% for industry) against ~65% as of mid-July 2016. However, low reliance 

on volatile call deposits (~7% against ~11% for industry) remains a positive. Nonetheless, these have resulted in lower 

differential in the cost of deposits as compared to the industry average (~6.2% for bank and ~6.4% for industry in H1 

FY2020; ~99 bps differential in FY2016). In the current regime of the Base Rate Plus lending model, this could impact 

the bank’s ability to offer competitive rates to its borrowers, thereby affecting its credit profile. On deposit 

concentration, the top 20 depositors accounted for ~25% of its total deposits as of mid-January 2020 which remain 

high, albeit relatively moderate among the peers.  

 
Relatively moderate asset quality; high reliance on corporate borrowers could impact asset quality – With slight 

deterioration in recent years, HBL’s gross non-performing loans (NPLs) stood at 1.28% as of mid-January 2020, which 

remains slightly higher among its peers, nonetheless better than the industry average of 1.71%. As on the same date, 

the bank’s 0+ days delinquencies stood at ~9%, increased compared to ~7% in mid-April 2018. Its ability to control fresh 

slippages and reduce the delinquencies, amid the expected impact of Covid-19 on the borrowers’ repayment capacity, 

would remain a key monitorable.  

 

Changing regulatory landscape could affect growth and scale economies – In a recent regulatory change to support 

the GoN’s measures to strengthen the tax administration, the NRB has required banks to closely monitor the loans 

where the borrower’s repayment capacity is not supported by their income (as reflected in their tax filings) and has 

mandated banks to maintain additional provisions for non-compliance with the norms. Misutilisation of loans and 

instances of dual financials (separate set of financials for bank loan and tax filing purposes) are also being classified as 

non-performing, even if the debt-servicing is regular. These issues are largely related to personal loans and the 

unorganised sectors such as agriculture and medium and small enterprises (MSME), which is the bank’s targeted credit 

segment, to reduce dependence on large corporates. This could impede the credit growth for HBL over the short to 

medium term, thereby limiting the bank’s ability to generate scale economies. 

 
Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.  



 
 

 

Links to applicable criteria:  

Bank Rating Methodology 
 

Bank Profile 
The Himalayan Bank Limited (HBL) was incorporated in 1992 by a few individuals of Nepal in partnership with the 

Employees Provident Fund, Nepal (14% share) and Habib Bank Limited of Pakistan (20% share). The bank started its 

commercial operations from January 1993. Its head office is located at Kamaladi, Kathmandu. Its shareholding pattern 

constitutes ~65% promoters holding, 20% of foreign holding and 15% public holding. Shares of the bank are listed on 

the Nepal Stock Exchange. Mr. Ashoke SJB Rana is the Chief Executive Officer of the bank. 

 

HBL has presence across the country through its 64 branches as of mid-April 2020. The bank has a market share of 

3.68% in terms of deposit base and 3.89% in terms of the credit portfolio of commercial banks as of mid-January 2020. 

HBL reported a profit after tax (PAT) of NPR 2,764 million for FY2019 (YoY growth of ~47%) over an asset base of NPR 

133,151 million as of mid-July 2019. For H1 FY2020, the bank has reported a profit of NPR 1,049 million over an asset 

base of NPR 141,632 million as of mid-January 2020. The reported CRAR of the bank was 14.73% and gross NPLs were 

1.28% as of mid-January 2020. It uses Temenos Globus (T24) as the core banking software across all its branches.  

 

Key financial indicators 

Year Ended  

Mid July 2017 
(Audited) 

Mid July 2018 
(Audited)  

Mid July 2019 
(Audited) 

Mid January 2020 
(Provisional) 

Operating ratios        

Yield on average advances 9.02% 10.85% 11.76% 11.39% 

Cost of deposits 3.44% 5.57% 6.26% 6.24% 

Net interest margin/ATA 3.80% 3.86% 4.03% 3.75% 

Non-interest income/ATA 1.39% 1.37% 1.32% 1.62% 

Operating expenses/ATA 2.15% 2.15% 2.09% 2.11% 

Credit provisions/ATA -0.10% 0.61% 0.11% -0.16% 

PAT/ATA 2.20% 1.68% 2.21% 2.54% 

PAT/net-worth 22.23% 14.51% 18.34% 20.66% 

Gross NPAs 0.85% 1.40% 1.12% 1.28% 

0+ days delinquencies*     9.99%  9.13% 

Capitalisation ratios         

Capital adequacy ratio 12.15% 12.46% 12.60% 14.73% 

Net NPAs/net worth 2.09% 1.75% 0.69% 2.83% 

Liquidity ratios         

Total liquid assets/total liability 25% 23% 24% 24% 

Total advances/total deposits 84% 88% 89% 91% 

* Indicative delinquencies as per our calculations as the management could not provide exact data 
 
For further details please contact: 
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About ICRA Nepal Limited  
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licensed 

by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a 

technical support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and 

methodologies, analytical software, research, training, and technical and analytical skill augmentation.  
 

Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks 

and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment information and credit rating agency. 

Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies. The international credit rating agency, 

Moody’s Investors Service, is ICRA’s largest shareholder. 

For more information, visit www.icranepal.com   
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All Rights Reserved.  

Contents may be used freely with due acknowledgement to ICRA Nepal.  

ICRA Nepal ratings should not be treated as recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated debt instruments. The ICRA Nepal 

ratings are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website 

(www.icranepal.com) or contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All 

information contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. 

Although reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ 

without any warranty of any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as 

to the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be construed 

solely as statements of opinion and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this 

publication or its contents 
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